
Since March 31, users of BC Ferries’ non-major routes are
brushing up on their math, to try to keep track of what they’re
going to be paying for travel, and to try to figure out where it
can end. The fare increases which commenced on April 1 are
the second round of hikes within five months. Together the two
hikes have boostedminor route fares by 11% this year.

This is keeping fares on the trajectory that started shooting
upward after 2003. By 2011 the cumulative increases are
expected to hit triple-digit percentages.

There’s more math to come. As ferry fares are heading
skyward, ferry traffic is steadily slumping. Through 2007,
traffic on the minor routes fell by more than 45-thousand
passengers and 28-thousand vehicles.

This unintended consequence of fares hikes is creating
complications for BC Ferries and stress on communities.

For BC Ferries, traffic declines run counter to projections,
and mean lost revenue that must be made up elsewhere, from
even greater fare increases in the long run.

For communities, this magnifies the challenges they face.
‘The people needed to keep the communities running are
having trouble getting by, and visitor dollars are declining.’ says
Ian Ralston, Ferry Advisory Committee chair for Thetis/Kuper.

Other jurisdictions with ferry-dependent regions have faced
similar problems and recognized the need to take action. The
Ferry Advisory Committee Chairs (FACC) are looking at
examples of how this unsustainable trend has been addressed
elsewhere.

The FACC is composed of chairs of all 12 Ferry Advisory
Committees, representing BC’s ferry-dependent communities
along the length of BC’s coast.

For traffic and fare trend graphs, fare increases and other
information: http://facc.gabriola.org.�
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